Subject: 70cm Bazooka Dipole

From: G8MNY@GB7CIP.#32.GBR.EU
To: TECH@WW

From: PD2HFE@PI8HGL.#ZH1.NLD.EU

```
34-CM

« 5 »« 11.5 Cm »« 1 » 34 CM RG-213

Cut 1cm braid of

Connect center conductor with braid <as short as possible>

The center conductor is one peace cut only braid of !!!

For fine SWR tuning you can bendt the dipool a bit
and cut 1 or 2 mm of from both ends for MHz tuning

I am not responsible for any damage to your rig
use a proper SWR meter and start with low power

Happy building and enjoy the 70cm BAZOOKA-DIPOOL de PD2HFE HARALD

Why Don't U send an interesting bul?

73 de John G8MNY @ GB7CIP
/EX```